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Dream Weavers
Activity Connection
Add excitement to traditional
activities and promote a positive
climate by purposefully integrating
your plans into the culture of the
school.
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Make the Time
Arts integration provides students
and their teachers with creative
opportunities to connect with their
classrooms.
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Promote the Value
Take a closer look at the positive
impact that service-related student
activities have on communities and
charitable organizations.
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Student Activities and Adult Champions
Promote a Bright Future
by kathleen wilson shryock

F

or more than 20 years, the Minneapolis-based Search Institute has been seeking to
define the language of human thriving. In 2003, they joined with experts at Tufts
University, Stanford University, and Fuller Theological Seminary to conduct a series
of studies aimed at explaining and promoting positive youth development. The researchers
discovered that the presence of adult mentors—or champions—is a critical factor in a
student’s ability to thrive. Not only do students need familial support, but they also need
encouragement from adult mentors at school and in the community. In addition to the
presence of champions, researchers noted the importance of opportunity—the chance for
young people to practice their sparks or special interests in a positive environment. By its
very nature, the student activities arena is the perfect venue for providing students with
valuable opportunities to discover and develop their sparks and to connect with adult
champions who can provide healthy direction and support.

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES
When Kendra White was a teen, it was a teacher that made the difference—an energetic,
life-changing champion who went beyond the subject matter to sow the seeds of selfreliance and pave the way to a brighter future. Fast forward to 2015, and White is now
celebrating her 16th year in the field of education. Emulating the teacher who first
mentored her, she considers it a responsibility and a privilege to help her own students
open the doors to their dreams.

White grew up in Tennessee, the youngest of four daughters. Her
family struggled with extreme poverty for generations. Her father
left school in the ninth grade to raise his siblings. Later, as a head of
household with little education and four children to feed, he found
it difficult to break the cycle. White recalls, “We were so poor, we
didn’t know we were poor.” In addition to challenges with poverty,
White struggled with body-image concerns and low self-esteem.
In school, she was the brunt of cruel jokes. Over time, she learned
to hide her hurt feelings behind a false smile, often making fun of
herself. She was lonely and confused.
Enter Cathy Gernt, a seasoned Spanish teacher who not only
saw the potential in her students but also helped them see it in
themselves. “In high school, I bonded with my Spanish teacher.
She saw something in me and encouraged me to pursue higher
education,” said White. “As her students, we knew that we mattered
to her. She made us believe that nothing could stand in our way.”
White explains that before Gernt’s encouragement, college wasn’t
on her radar. Neither of her parents had completed high school, and
no one in her family had ever gone to college. Her parents knew
that education was important but didn’t have the skills to help their
children navigate the complex path to college. Gernt helped White
fill out applications, search for scholarship opportunities, and even
secure a foreign-language apprenticeship.
With Gernt’s guidance, White was able to pursue and complete her
college degree. She is currently a history and special education teacher
at Livingston Academy in Overton County, TN. White credits her high
school mentor with influencing her career choice. “As I started pursuing various roles in education, I knew that I wanted to be someone else’s
Cathy Gernt; she is the reason I am a teacher,” said White. “I went to
college, got my master’s degree, and haven’t looked back.”
In her position, White can relate to her students’ struggles with
poverty and social and emotional issues. Many of them have little
hope for a future education. “I tell them that I am proof that you can
be the first one in your family to go to college. They just have to take
that first step,” said White. “And I am willing to take that step with
them. I help with applications and make phone calls, just like my
Spanish teacher did for me.”
In addition to her teaching responsibilities, White is the adviser for
Students Against Destructive Decisions (SADD). Her goal is to make
all SADD students feel safe, respected, and capable of making good
choices. She tells the story of one young man who lost both parents
to drugs. Through the SADD initiative and her mentorship, White
was able to help him tap into his strengths and use his experiences to
motivate others. “We were able to turn his tragic story into something
that could be used for good,” she said. “He learned that his experiences didn’t make him weak. Instead, they made him strong.” Now,
this same teen is traveling to other schools as a motivational speaker,
encouraging other young people to rise above their challenges.
For White, giving back by serving as a mentor is an important part
of her identity and a trait she hopes to pass along to her daughter. She
advises other educators to be aware that students often bring struggles to the classroom that aren’t apparent at first glance. Mentoring
students through a school-related club, or simply opening your
classroom up as a safe place to wait after a test or other event, can be
the difference for students seeking healthy role models. “Teach the
student first and the subject second,” said White. “Young people need
to feel safe and accepted. They need to know that someone cares.”
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ARTISTIC IMPRESSIONS
When Amiee Turner was a student, involvement in dance and
theater fueled her passion for the performing arts and ultimately led
to her current position as the producing artistic director at Ocean
State Theatre Company in Warwick, RI. Through early experiences
in dance and theater, Turner developed the skills she needed not
only to pursue a career in the arts, but also to be successful in life.
Along the way, adult mentors provided encouragement, support, and
valuable guidance.
Several special mentors in the dance arena helped to shape
Turner’s aspirations. In addition to teaching the disciplines of dance,
these educators reinforced critical life skills and took an interest
in her future. “I had a dance teacher in my teens that really taught
more than dance,” said Turner. “She taught me how a professional
acts, how to take good physical care of myself, and how to be tough—
all things she knew I would need to succeed.”

“For some kids, this is their first exposure
to the arts. That’s okay, because we
nurture the truth that everyone can learn
from anyone, but [the best place to start
is] by listening to the person who has
already been through it!”
Later, intervention from a caring adviser helped Turner overcome
an obstacle that might have been difficult to navigate on her own. At
the time, Turner had a scholarship to a prestigious ballet company.
While she was doing well as a dancer, it was clear that she would
eventually be deemed “too tall” for the company. “One of the ballet
mistresses knew how important dance was to me,” said Turner.
“She pulled me aside . . . and helped me think about other options—
different ballet companies with excellent reputations, teaching
opportunities, etc. Had she not said, ‘I am in your corner. Let’s figure
this out,’ I might not have been able to alter my path as successfully.”
Today, Turner appreciates the opportunity to work in the performing arts, where the chance to pass down knowledge is viewed
as an obligation and an honor. At Ocean State Theatre Company,
Turner and her colleagues host a summer camp where students can
learn about the arts while picking up skills that are transferable to
any life pursuit. “I often refer to theater as the ultimate team sport,”
she said. “If all team members don’t do their part and pull their
weight, the final product suffers. And nothing teaches you to honor a
deadline as much as opening night.”
Turner adds that mentorship is especially important when
hosting a camp for kids. “Getting kids to interact in a multigenerational setting is key,” she said. “For us, this means that our camp is
specifically designed to cover a fairly broad age range, with teenage
‘leaders’ and professional-level adults overseeing the program and
interacting with the younger students. We concentrate on respecting everyone’s involvement in crafting a show that the kids take
ownership of. For some kids, this is their first exposure to the arts.
That’s okay, because we nurture the truth that everyone can learn
from anyone, but [the best place to start is] by listening to the person
who has already been through it!”

“My goal is to impact others with the same
hope that [my mentors] gave me.”
LEADERSHIP ASPIRATIONS
Involvement in a multitude of diverse activities allowed Brandon
Baumgarten to develop a big picture perspective while attending a
small-town high school with only 29 students in his graduating class.
During his time at Oilton High School in Oilton, OK, he participated
in student council, basketball, FFA, and Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, to name a few. Now a student at Oklahoma State University
in Stillwater, OK, Baumgarten credits the mentors he met through
high school activities with helping him discover unique leadership
abilities and the confidence to follow his dreams.
Baumgarten explains that a combination of opportunities and
positive mentoring brought out the best in him. Through the years,
he was encouraged to participate in speech competitions, leadership development conferences, camps, and more. His agricultural
education instructor, Gary Shenold, also had a positive influence.
“He challenged me to set dream-worthy goals and to go after them,
not only with the words I said but also through my actions,” said
Baumgarten. “He taught me that leadership was at its best through
demonstration and involvement. He steered me to believe that I was
part of something that was bigger than myself.”
Currently, Baumgarten is attending a Division I college, serving as
a motivational speaker at youth events, and considering law school
attendance—all things that he doesn’t think would have been possible without the mentors who provided encouragement and advice
along the way. He invites other students to appreciate the important
mentorships in their own lives. And he is embracing his own role
as a mentor and motivational speaker. “The people we surround
ourselves with help to determine our attitude and outlook on life,”
he said. “[Mentoring] connections are beneficial because a strong
mentor provides reinforcement that improves your social, communication, and life skills in an enormous way. My goal is to impact
others with the same hope that [my mentors] gave me.”
Many of us have benefited from the advice of a mentor who has
traveled a similar path long before we ever started our own journey.

Brandon Baumgarten speaks to a group of FFA students at a leadership
event in Kansas.

When combined with opportunities to practice the things that
make us thrive, the wisdom and encouragement offered by a caring
champion can be a game changer. “I think everyone has something
of value that they can give to someone else,” said Amiee Turner.
“We all need to know that someone believes in us.”
TO LEARN MORE about Search Institute and their studies

regarding what kids need to succeed and the importance of adult
champions, go to search-institute.org.

THIS SHORT VIDEO from the Knowledge Center, Inc. reminds us

of the importance of empathy and the potential that mentors have
to be the difference in someone’s life: a4sa.org/UnderTheSurface.

IN THIS ARTICLE from The New York Times, author Tara ParkerPope tells the story of one adult champion who uses his important
role as an educator to not only engage his students in intriguing
science experiments but also to teach them important lessons about
life and family: a4sa.org/LawsOfPhysics.

MENTORING RESOURCES

a4sa.org/resources
MENTOR

COLLEGE SUMMIT

The National Mentoring Partnership develops quality
resources to advance mentoring program effectiveness,
advocates for public funding, establishes evidencebased national standards for quality mentoring
programs, and hosts the annual National Mentoring
Summit.

College Summit is dedicated to transforming the lives
of low-income youth by connecting them to college
and career. The organization uses peer mentoring and
student leadership to help high school students make
the leap from low-income communities to and through
college.

CONNECTING GENERATIONS

Connecting
Generations

NATIONWIDE SCHOOL-BASED
MENTORING STUDY

This Delaware-based program connects the generations
by: teaching young people to have respect for
themselves and others, helping elders pass on their
legacies to the next generation, and training adults and
peers to develop healthy mentoring relationships with
school-age youth in their community.

This study based on the Big Brothers Big Sisters
school-based mentoring program indicates that, within
a one-year period, school-based mentoring made a
significant difference in the lives of our nation's at-risk
school children.

FIND YOUTH INFO

PURSUING VICTORY WITH HONOR

This site, maintained by the US government, includes
facts, funding information, and tools about mentoring
and important youth-related issues. The array of news
articles, research, and current events in the field can
help you develop and maintain effective mentoring
programs in your area.

JOSEPHSON
INSTITUTE

Center for Sports Ethics

This sports program from CHARACTER COUNTS! at the
Josephson Institute provides coaches and parents with
the tools needed to successfully mentor young athletes
and to shape students of character.
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activity connection

be a champion

A Revised Recipe for Student Engagement
student activities not only provide
students with opportunities to connect
what they are doing in school to the
outside world, but they can also be used
as a foundation for creating a cohesive
school community. Lyn Fiscus, student
leadership development specialist and
author of the Adviser’s Guide to Student
Activities, explains that this works best
when activities are integrated into the
school rather than considered extras. She
suggests that advisers schedule time to
brainstorm with other faculty members
about ways to incorporate an upcoming activity into the curriculum. For
example, these creative ideas could transform a traditional canned food drive
into a catalyst for supporting academic engagement and development of a
school-wide community.

• Language arts students could read books or articles about the homeless.
• Health classes or family and consumer science classes could review nutrition
information and the effects of undernourishment.
• Social studies classes could invite local government representatives to
discuss relevant issues regarding hunger in the community. Students could
research which local, state, and federal offices provide assistance.
• Math classes could tally the number of canned goods collected, the average
number of cans donated per student, and the quantities of food collected
from each food group.
• World cultures students could stage a simulation in the cafeteria with
only a percentage of students receiving a full lunch; this percentage would
represent the number of people in the world who receive adequate nutrition
each day.
• Journalism students could write articles for the school newspaper that
profile the organization receiving the food donations or cover hunger issues
in the community.
• Business students could visit the local food pantry or organization to which
the food is being donated and talk with staff members about the ins and
outs of managing this type of agency.
• Speech or drama classes could produce creative announcements
encouraging participation.
• Graphic design, marketing, or art classes could design flyers and posters
to promote participation or to create awareness about hunger issues.
Or these students could design and produce a sticker to give each person
who contributes to the drive—similar to the “I voted” stickers distributed
on election days.
When teachers work together to plan integrative activities, they are
helping to create a positive climate where community and academics are
complementary. “As advisers, it’s easy to get caught up in the frenzy of
activities, and to forget that there is more to them than just fun,” said Fiscus.
“I believe that students who are actively engaged in this type of learning
gain confidence and leadership skills that will affect their future as much
as what they learn in a traditional classroom. A good activities program is
fundamental in creating a positive place for students to learn and grow.”
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College Summit:
Transforming Lives
only 8 percent of low-income students
earn a college degree by age 25. For these
students, the ability to find adequate
employment can be a challenge. They are
two times more likely than college graduates
to be unemployed, and when they do find
a job, their earnings average half as much.1
These factors serve to perpetuate a pervasive
cycle of poverty. But a national nonprofit
organization is working to change all that.
Through an innovative program that stresses
peer leadership and a customized curriculum,
College Summit is providing low-income
students with the confidence and the knowhow to make it to and through college.
The power of peer influence is at the heart
of the initiative. As a first step in transforming
the lives of teens, College Summit partners
with high schools to identify the most
influential students in the class. These teens
are not necessarily the highest academic
performers but are selected based on their
leadership potential. During the summer
before their senior year, these students
attend an intensive workshop on a college
campus, where they get a feel for campus
life. They also learn how to complete college
applications, explore creative ways to find
funding, and discover the importance of
postsecondary education. Armed with
enthusiasm and information about a bright
future, the student leaders return to their
schools in the fall and are challenged to
advocate among their peers, share what
they know, and help their classmates make
important connections between current
choices and goals for the future.
continued on page 6
1

College Summit, accessed March 12, 2015,
www.CollegeSummit.org.

make the time

Essential Arts: Teaching from the Heart

Mazan Burrows

The A+ Schools Program of the North Carolina Arts Council is the largest, longest-running arts-based
school reform effort in the nation. Since 1995, A+ Schools has been using the arts as a catalyst for
creating connections and making schools engaging places to teach and learn. Michelle Mazan Burrows
has been a teacher and trainer with the program since its inception in 1995, and has served as the
program’s director since 2010. In this interview, she describes why it’s important for educators to make
the time for arts integration.

How does an A+ education differ
from a more traditional approach?

of the top high school graduates.
Another district has seen a huge drop
in behavior referrals at a high-poverty
middle school after implementing A+.
Our teachers are also thriving and
often discovering new ways to grow.
We had one principal who decided
he should try doing some art since he
was leading an arts-focused school.
He started with a sculpting class and
is now, some years later, a successful
bronze sculptor.

A+ is a whole-school reform. In A+
schools, we look at the arts three
ways: arts education (the pure
teaching of the arts), arts integration
(using the arts to teach non-arts
content), and arts exposure (helping
students to see that there is art all
around them). This three-pronged
approach is one of the unique aspects
of a comprehensive arts education.
Arts and non-arts teachers work
together to create lessons that are
integrated, where both arts and nonarts standards are equally relevant.
How does arts integration support
traditional academic subjects like
math and science?

A+ elementary students use dance to illustrate a
classroom concept.

When students learn through the arts,
they have the opportunity to develop and use important life
skills like risk-taking, personal responsibility, creativity, and
collaboration, while gaining a deeper understanding of the
required standards. For many students, gaining knowledge of
the standards through the prominent written or verbal methods
can be a struggle. The arts provide students with multiple
means to engage with the content and connect it to prior
experience and other knowledge. Imagine trying to really gain
an understanding of the difference between mass and volume
from a textbook. As an adult, and a well-educated teacher, I had
the experience of exploring mass and volume through a dance
exercise. It wasn’t until that moment that I realized I had never
truly known the difference between the two.
How have you seen arts integration help students (and
teachers) thrive?
We see this through our research and anecdotally through the
stories we hear. Teachers can’t help but share their success
stories, reporting over and over again that a child who was
not successful before became hugely successful when given
a chance to learn a different way. We know of students
who stayed in school when they were able to access an
artistic talent. We see it every time we walk through one of
our schools and watch students confidently demonstrating
their mastery of content using the arts. In one of our smaller
districts, students who have been through our A+ elementary
school routinely make up an unusually large percentage

With budget cuts and so much
attention placed on “teach to the
test,” arts programs are often at risk.
Why is it so important that education
stakeholders advocate to keep the
arts in schools?

For those of us who care about the
arts, there is no more-important issue.
It is our responsibility to make sure arts are part of a state’s
educational program. We know that advanced creative- and
critical-thinking skills are influenced by arts education. I
recently had the opportunity to hear speakers from three
Fortune 500 companies talk about what they are missing in
their workers. All three shared that their new workers are not
entering the workforce with the skills that they need for today’s
job market—skills like being able to collaborate on a team, take
risks and learn from mistakes, and use creativity to find and
resolve problems. All of these skills can be developed through
arts experiences and learning. The arts are a huge part of what
young people will need for future careers and for preserving
the cultural fabric of our lives. All teachers can incorporate the
arts into their own instruction at a level they are comfortable
with and then grow as their confidence and skills increase. We
can collaborate and support each other through the arts. When
we teach from the heart, when we help our students to learn
with heart, we must include the arts.

to see the power of arts integration in action, watch this

video from the North Carolina Arts Council: a4sa.org/
APlusVideo.
The A+ Schools Program celebrates their 20th anniversary
this summer with a national arts in education conference
celebrating teaching and learning in and through the arts.
learn more at a4sa.org/APlus20Years.
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be a champion continued from page 4

promote the value

value
the

service

There’s no question that student activities offer big benefits for students in the
form of reduced dropout rates, increased test scores, personal satisfaction, and
higher graduation rates. But have you ever thought about the positive impact
service-related activities have on communities and charitable organizations?
Let’s take a closer look.

MILLION
The per hour dollar value of community service when using the
federal minimum wage as a basis:

The Advocate is published ten times a year by
the Alliance for Student Activities, a nonprofit
corporation whose mission is to promote the
value of student activities through advocacy,
training, resources, and networking.

Promote the Value.

a4sa.org
Submissions of student activities research
and other inquiries are welcome. Contact
advocate@a4sa.org
©
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MILLION

Alliance for Student Activities

president

Lyn Fiscus

$29

That’s a lot of time and treasure contributed by students in just a few groups.
Imagine the nationwide impact when you factor in the volunteer service hours
contributed by the vast number of athletic teams, clubs, career and technical
student organizations, and activity groups across the country. Not only are these
students giving back in a powerful way, but they are also developing skills and
habits that lead to a lifetime of good citizenship.

EXECUTIVE BOARD

vice president

$7.25

The financial impact of nearly
4 million hours of service by
students in these three national
organizations in just one year:

informative video from College Summit Colorado:
a4sa.org/CollegeSummit.
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The annual number of service
hours reported by honor
societies and student councils in a
recent survey by the NASSP:

to learn more about College Summit, watch this

THE

$

of

Source: NASSP Student Programs Service Report, September 2014

Many of the students involved in the program will be the
first in their families to attend college, so their parents are less
likely to be informed about the process. Without a champion to
guide the way, the prospect of filling out lengthy applications
or completing an entrance essay can be overwhelming. At
College Summit’s four-day conference, students not only
receive the mentoring they need but also learn how to help
others.
Claudia Suarez entered high school without any plans to
attend college in the future. At a College Summit four-day
workshop, she learned how to complete applications, write
a personal essay, and advocate for her future. Her newfound
confidence motivated her to improve her grades, and she
began working as a peer mentor, teaching others how to fill
out forms, believe in themselves, and make college-related
connections. “I didn’t know anything about college,” she said.
“No one had ever talked to me about it. College Summit gave
me a big head start.”
In addition to the peer leadership program that Suarez
participated in, College Summit provides a curriculum that
helps students learn how to plan for and finance their futures
after high school. The college- and career-related lesson plans
discuss ways that students can explore various career options
and determine which degrees are in demand. The program
also teaches students—and their parents—to be “smart
college shoppers.” They learn how to select a school that’s
a good fit for the student and to develop a realistic funding
Caption 7pt
plan, including scholarships and financial aid.
College Summit reports that students participating in the
initiative increased their high school’s college-enrollment
rates by an average of 20 percent. The impact is greatest in
schools where college enrollments are lowest. By teaching
students the skills of self-advocacy and training them to be
champions for themselves and their peers, College Summit is
helping students break away from a cycle of low expectations
and reach new heights in college and career.
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